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Abstract: Copper-based nanoparticles were synthesized using the glycine–nitrate process (GNP) by using copper nitrate trihydrate [Cu(NO3)2 • 3H2O] as the main starting material and glycine [C2H5NO2] as the complexing and incendiary agent. The as-prepared powders were characterized through X-ray diffraction (XRD), Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) analysis, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and scanning electron microscopy. Using Cu(NO3)2:3H2O as the oxidizer (N) and glycine as fuel (G), we obtained CuO, mixed-valence copper oxides (CuO + Cu2O, G/N = 0.3–0.5), and metallic Cu (G/N = 0.7). The XRD and BET results indicated that increasing the glycine concentration (G/N = 0.7) and reducing particle surface area increased the yield of metallic Cu. The effects of varying reaction parameters such as catalyst activity, catalyst dose, and H2O2 concentration on nonylphenol-9-polyethoxylate (NP9EO) degradation were assessed. With a copper‐based catalyst in a heterogeneous system, the NP9EO and total organic carbon removal efficiencies were 83.1% and 70.6%, respectively, under optimum operating conditions (pH, 6.0; catalyst dose, 0.3 g/L; H2O2 concentration, 0.05 mM). The results suggested that removal efficiency increased with an increase in H2O2 concentration but decreased when the H2O2 concentration exceeded 0.05 mM. Furthermore, the trend of photocatalytic activity was as follows: G/N = 0.5 > G/N = 0.7 > G/N = 0.3. The G/N = 0.5 catalysts showed the highest photocatalytic activity and resulted in 94.6% NP9EO degradation in 600 min.
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1. Introduction

Combustion synthesis is an effective, simple, and rapid process, which is used for efficient synthesis of various catalytic nanomaterials [1]. Recently, several novel procedures and modifications of combustion synthesis have been used to obtain ceramic nanomaterials with desired properties for different applications. The glycine–nitrate process (GNP) has been frequently employed for preparing complex nanostructured metal oxides or catalytic nanomaterials [2–4]. The GNP is highly suitable for synthesizing fine crystalline powders and nanometer-scale particles with desirable characteristics such as high chemical homogeneity, high purity, and a narrow size distribution range of powder particles [5]. The GNP is a type of solution combustion synthesis, which involves a self-sustained reaction between an oxidizer, such as a metal nitrate solution, and a fuel such as glycine [4,6,7]. Furthermore, glycine supplies the energy required for combustion and acts as a complexing agent. An advantage of the GNP is that the rapid evolution of a large volume
of gaseous products during combustion dissipates the heat of the process and limits the increase in temperature, which reduces the probability of local sintering among catalyst particles while simultaneously facilitating the formation of a fine powder [5].

In recent years, nanosized particles of transition metal oxides (TMO) have attracted considerable attention because of their unique applications in various fields, such as chemicals, catalysts [4, 8], photocatalysts [9], solar cells [4], and gas sensors [10]. Preparation of high-quality nanostructures with a defined and controllable size and morphology is the main determinant of the catalytic performance [11]. Among nanocatalysts, TMO-based catalysts offer active sites with low activation potential for hydrogen-evolution systems [10]; in particular, noble metals (such as gold, silver, and platinum) have been widely used to optimize catalytic efficiency. However, the high cost of noble metals remains a major obstacle in developing stable and highly efficient catalysts. Consequently, reducing the amount of noble metals without compromising on their catalytic performance is an urgent requirement in catalysis.

Compared with noble metal catalysts, copper, which is inexpensive, moderately abundant, and safe, has recently drawn scientific attention as a cocatalyst in photoreforming processes [12]. Copper oxides (Cu$_{x}$O$_{y}$, where $x:y = 1:1$ or $1:2$) and metallic copper are widely used as TMO catalysts. Copper oxides are heterogeneous catalysts with high recyclability, high catalytic efficiency, and low bandgap energies [11]. Cu oxides (Cu$_{x}$O$_{y}$, where $x:y = 1:1$ or $1:2$) are used as TMO catalysts; Cu$_{x}$O$_{y}$ catalysts are p-type semiconductors with a monoclinic structure, a bandgap of 1.7–2.17 eV [14], and a high theoretical photocurrent density of ~14.7 mA/cm$^2$ [13-15]; therefore, they are suitable for application in catalysis. However, in all applications of Cu$_{x}$O$_{y}$ morphology, size, and surface area are the main determinants of catalytic performance [15]. Compared with other TMOs, such as titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$), zinc oxide (ZnO), iron oxide (Fe$_2$O$_3$), and cadmium sulfide (CdS), only a few studies have described synthesis strategies for different Cu$_{x}$O$_{y}$ nanoparticles along with the introduction of their related applications.

In this study, we present a low-temperature GNP with varying G/N ratios for synthesizing Cu$_{x}$O and metallic copper catalysts. Furthermore, the degradation of nonylphenol-9-polyethoxylate (NP9EO) under ultraviolet (UV) irradiation by using a heterogeneous copper oxide catalyst (and metallic copper) in a custom-made photoreactor was investigated. Moreover, the effects of operational parameters, such as the catalyst activity, dose, and solution pH, were examined.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Catalyst Preparation

To synthesize Cu-based materials by using the GNP, copper nitrate trihydrate [Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$·3H$_2$O] (Merck, USA, 99.5% purity) and glycine [C$_2$H$_5$NO$_2$] (Merck, USA, 99.7% purity) were dissolved in distilled water. Varying amounts of glycine (fuel) were added to the metal nitrate (oxidizer) solution to obtain different glycine–nitrate (G/N) ratios (G/N = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7). As shown in Figure 1, the glycine–nitrate solutions were then mixed and heated overnight over a hot-plate stirrer (Corning, USA) at 105°C to form clear, homogeneous, and viscous gel-like solutions. Each gel was then poured into a ceramic bowl that was placed in an oven. The gels were heated to 200°C until they underwent self-ignition and produced catalyst ash.
2.2. Characterization

The crystal structure of the samples was determined through powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) by using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) on a Rigaku DMAX 2200VK/PC diffractometer (Tokyo, Japan). All peaks measured using XRD were assigned by comparison with those of data from the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) [16]. The chemical composition of the samples was verified using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; VG Escalab 250 iXL) for chemical analysis. The specific surface area (m² g⁻¹) was calculated using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) equation, and total pore volume (Vt, m³ g⁻¹) was evaluated by converting the adsorption amount at P/P₀ = 0.95 to the volume of the liquid adsorbate. The morphologies of the synthesized samples were analyzed through scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4800) coupled with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) measurements.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1.** Schematic illustration of combustion synthesis for the copper nitrate–glycine reaction system.

2.3. Photocatalytic experiments

NP9EO (reagent grade) with an average of 9 ethylene oxide units (Sigma-Aldrich, USA, purity ≥ 99.7%) was selected as a model compound for analysis; its chemical structure is shown in Figure 2. The stock solutions of NP9EO were prepared in distilled water to obtain a concentration of 100 mg/L, which was then ultrasonicated for 30 min to obtain a stable emulsion. The emulsion was stored at 4°C for a maximum of 4 weeks. The photocatalytic reaction was conducted in a custom-made photoreactor (Panchum Scientific Co., PR-2000), as illustrated in Figure 3. The photocatalytic activities of nano-Cu samples under UV irradiation were evaluated based on the degradation rate of NP9EO in a quartz reactor (120/115 mm outer/inner diameter, height: 240 mm) containing 0.3 g of nano-Cu (G/N = 0.3) and 1 L of a 100 mg/L aqueous solution of NP9EO. The system was open to the...
atmosphere, and the cylindrical quartz reactor was surrounded by a total of 14 light tubes. The UV light tubes were germicidal lamps with a wavelength of 254 nm (Sankyo Denki Co., Ltd.). The light power (approximately 10 mW/cm²) in the center of the reactor in air was measured using a power meter (Model 840-C Handheld). The photodegradation rate of NP9EO solution was determined through high-performance liquid chromatography (Agilent 1100 series; Agilent Technologies, USA) with Wondasil-C18 (4.6 × 150 mm, 5 μm), and a 2487-UV detector at 277 nm.

![Chemical structure of NPnEO](image)

**Figure 2.** Chemical structure of NPnEO

![Schematic representation of the custom-made photoreactor](image)

**Figure 3.** Schematic representation of the custom-made photoreactor

3. **Results and Discussion**

3.1. **Characterization of Cu-Based nanoparticles catalyst**

Figure 4 depicts the XRD pattern of as-synthesized copper-based nanoparticles synthesized using the GNP method by using different G/N ratios. At a stoichiometric G/N ratio of 0.5 (see sample (b) in Figure 4), intense reflections were observed at 2θ values of 29.5°, 36.8°, 38.7°, 42.3°, 43.4°, 50.5°, 61.4°, and 74.2°. The peaks at 38.7° corresponded to the (111) plane of divalent copper (II) oxide (CuO), whereas the reflections at 29.5°, 36.8°, 42.3° and 61.4° corresponded to the (110), (111), (200), and (220) planes of cuprite, respectively (JCPDS File No. 01-078-0428), which indicated the formation of cubic copper (I) oxide (Cu₂O) nanocrystals (JCPDS File No. 01-077-0199). In addition, peaks at 50.5° and 74.2°, which corresponded to the (200) and (220) peaks, respectively, of zero-valent copper (Cu⁰) were observed. These results clearly illustrated that Cu⁰ nanoparticles formed in the chemical reduction stage underwent decomposition because of limited stability of Cu.
[17,19], and Cu$_2$O might be formed by oxidation [18-19]. When the G/N ratio increased to 0.7, broad reflections because of a highly dispersed Cu$^0$ phase were observed in sample (c) in Figure 1. The XRD patterns (111), (200), and (220) of Cu$^0$ planes at 43.4°, 50.5°, and 74.2°, respectively, were consistent with bulk copper crystallographic data (JCPDS File No. 01-085-1326). The results clearly showed that the formation of Cu$^0$ was favored with an increase in glycine (fuel) content in combustion synthesis [1]. When the G/N ratio was reduced to 0.3, the sample (a) exhibited numerous primary CuO phases and a few Cu$_2$O phases (about 9.5%). These findings indicated that the nanocrystalline CuO was reduced to a stable Cu$_2$O phase rather than forming metallic copper directly [20].

![XRD Pattern]

**Figure 4.** The XRD pattern of combustion synthesized products of copper-based materials with various glycine-nitrate ratio (G/N) = 0.3(a), 0.5(b), and 0.7(c).

Figure 5 shows the SEM with EDS images of as-prepared Cu-based nanoparticles at various G/N ratios. The typical EDS spectra of the particles (Figure 5) indicated that the particles were composed of copper (Cu) and oxygen (O). The SEM photographs showed that the catalysts formed sponge-like aggregates containing some nanoparticles; the size distribution range of the synthesized particles was broad (5–100 nm), and some irregular granules with a high degree of shape anisotropy were observed. The prepared Cu-based nanoparticles were not single-domain particles. The lack of homogeneity in particle shape and size as well as the presence of sponges or flake-like structures was typical of combustion synthesis. The results indicated that the large
amounts of gas evolved during combustion affected the porosity of solid products [21,22]. Moreover, high combustion temperatures promoted nanoparticle agglomeration and crystal grain growth [23]. This finding was consistent with the surface area (BET) analysis results in the present study (Table 1). The BET results indicated that increasing the glycine concentration and reducing particle surface area promoted the formation of metallic Cu. Consequently, large-scale agglomerates were observed when the ratio G/N = 0.7 was used.

Figure 5. SEM with EDS images of prepared Cu-based nanoparticles at various G/N ratios: G/N = 0.3 (a), G/N = 0.5 (b), and G/N = 0.7 (c).

Table 1. Specific surface area and determination of copper oxide nanoparticles synthesized at different G/N ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Synthesis of copper oxide nanoparticles ratio analysis [%]</th>
<th>Specific surface area [m²/g]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CuO</td>
<td>Cu₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/N=0.3</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/N=0.5</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/N=0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of the selected catalysts were obtained to confirm the surface composition and oxidation state of copper, based on information derived from the values of binding energies. Copper oxidation states existed in two semiconducting phases, namely cupric oxide (CuO) and cuprous oxide (Cu₂O) [24]. The binding energies in the XPS analysis were calibrated using C 1s peak (BE = 284.6 eV), where the C 1s peak was attributed to residual carbon from the sample and adventitious hydrocarbons from the XPS instrument itself or adsorbed carbon. Figure 6 shows the three samples obtained from XPS results. As shown in Figure 6 (a), the main O 1s peak present at 532.8 eV was attributed to lattice oxygen in a metal oxide, such as CuO or Cu₂O. The Cu 2p3/2 XPS core level spectra of copper oxides are shown in Figure 6 (b) to (d). In the Cu 2p3/2 core level XPS region, we observed that the binding energies of Cu₂O and CuO were in the ranges 933.1–933.7 eV and 934.3–934.5 eV for different samples, respectively [25,26].
Additionally, two peaks were observed, and the feature at 932.4 \( \pm \) 0.1 eV was attributed to metallic Cu (2p3/2) [25,26], as shown in Figure 6 (c) and (d) respectively.

![Figure 6. XPS wide-scan spectrum (a) of all samples; XPS spectra of (b) (G/N) = 0.3, (c) (G/N) = 0.5, and (d) (G/N) = 0.7 of all samples.](image)

### 3.2 Evaluation of Photocatalytic Performance

The degradation of NP9EO was used in this study to evaluate the photocatalytic activity of the as-prepared samples. Catalyst dose is one of the main parameters in degradation studies from an economical point of view. For optimizing the dose of nano-Cu catalysts, experiments were performed by varying nano-Cu (G/N = 0.3) dose from 0.1 to 1 g/L. Figure 7(a) shows that the degradation efficiencies for 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0 g/L nano-Cu (G/N = 0.3) were 80.1\%, 83.1\%, 78.2\%, 73.6\%, and 70.3\%, respectively. Therefore, the optimal dose of nano-Cu catalysts (G/N = 0.3) in this custom-made photoreactor was 0.3 g/L.

Additionally, the effect of H\(_2\)O\(_2\) concentration (0–0.1 M) on photocatalytic oxidation was investigated. The experimental results showed that removal efficiency increased with an increase in H\(_2\)O\(_2\) dosage. When the dose of H\(_2\)O\(_2\) was increased to 0.05 mM, the highest NP9EO and TOC removal efficiencies were obtained, namely 83.1\% and 70.6\%, respectively. Subsequently, the NP9EO and TOC removal efficiencies exhibited a gradual decrease with an increase in H\(_2\)O\(_2\) dose (shown in Figure 7 (b)). This finding can be explained. At low H\(_2\)O\(_2\) doses, an increase in H\(_2\)O\(_2\) dose
increased the concentration of hydroxyl radicals (OH ·) [27], which was conducive to the degradation of NP9EO. However, when the dose of H$_2$O$_2$ exceeded 0.05 mM (higher doses), H$_2$O$_2$ started inhibiting the destruction of the NP9EO, which is thought to be due to the reaction between excess H$_2$O$_2$ and OH · radicals (Reactions (1) and (2)), thereby reducing the amount of OH · available for reaction with NP9EO [28-29].

\[
\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{OH} \cdot \rightarrow \text{HO}_2 \cdot + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{HO}_2 \cdot + \text{HO}_2 \cdot \rightarrow \text{O}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (2)
\]

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** (a) Effect of catalyst dose on the degradation of NP9EO (Catalyst G/N = 0.3, NP9EO = 100 mg/L, H$_2$O$_2$ = 0.05 mM (1000 mg/L), pH = 6), (b) Effect of increasing H$_2$O$_2$ concentration on NP9EO degradation. (Catalyst G/N = 0.3, NP9EO =100 mg/L, pH = 6, catalyst dosage = 0.3g/L)

The effect of different G/N ratios of Cu-based nanoparticles on photocatalytic activity was also investigated in this study (Figure 8). The order of photocatalytic activity was as follows: G/N = 0.5 > G/N = 0.7 > G/N = 0.3. The G/N = 0.5 catalysts showed the highest photocatalytic activity and resulted in 94.6% NP9EO degradation and 70.5% TOC reduction after 600 min. These results clearly suggested that at G/N = 0.5, the catalyst exhibited a high activity, which was represented as the degradation of NP9EO. This finding is consistent with the results of XPS analysis of the oxidation state of copper (see the Table 1). Cu$_2$O (bandgap of approximately 2.2 eV) has higher electric conductivity than CuO (bandgap of approximately 1.6 eV) [30]; therefore, Cu$_2$O exhibits a higher removal effect than CuO in a photocatalytic system. Furthermore, Cu$_2$O and CuO are more stable at a higher potential for photoelectrochemical/hydrogen-evolution reaction because a high potential restrains the photoreduction of Cu$_2$O (or CuO) to metallic copper [31]. Dasineh et al. [30] reported that the integration of Cu$_2$O and CuO significantly increased charge collection and reduced the recombination rate inside the photocatalyst. Cu$_2$O and CuO improved optical absorption and facilitated charge transfer at the interface between the photocatalyst and electrolyte. Consequently, with copper-based catalysts in a heterogeneous system, the highest photocatalytic performance was obtained with a G/N ratio of 0.5. Furthermore, in our results, the efficiency of NP9EO removal was
consistently lower than that of TOC removal, indicating that in addition to CO₂ (formed by mineralization), some intermediates were generated (such as by-products) [32]. The main reason for NP9EO cannot, therefore, be effectively mineralized.

![Figure 8](image-url) NP9EO degradation curves for Cu-based catalysts synthesized at different G/N ratios (Catalyst dosage = 0.3 g/L, NP9EO = 100 mg/L, H₂O₂ = 0.05 mM (1000 mg/L), pH = 6.)

4. Conclusions

A nanocrystalline Cu-based heterogeneous catalyst was successfully synthesized using the GNP. The nature and amount of fuel were crucial factors in controlling the combustion process and final product composition. The formation of CuO, mixed-valence copper oxides (CuO⁺Cu₂O), and metallic Cu was achieved by varying the G/N ratio, where glycine was used as a fuel. The effect of the G/N ratio on the morphology of the catalysts was analyzed using SEM. When a G/N ratio of 0.7 was used, the formation of agglomerate structures was observed. Furthermore, Cu-based catalysts exhibited high photocatalytic activity during the degradation of NP9EO in a custom-made photoreactor under UV light. The experimental results revealed that under optimal reaction conditions, namely catalyst dose of 0.3 g/L and H₂O₂ concentration of 0.05 mM, NP9EO and TOC removal efficiencies were 83.1% and 70.6%, respectively. The removal efficiency increased with H₂O₂ concentration, but decreased when the H₂O₂ concentration exceeded 0.05 mM. With the Cu-based catalysts in a heterogeneous system, the highest photocatalytic activity was observed at a G/N ratio of 0.5, which resulted in 94.6% NP9EO degradation and 70.5% TOC reduction after 600 min.
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